Building beyond the basics: Strengthening systems of support for English learners and multilingual learners for instructional planning, standards, assessment, and accountability

September 27, 2019
8:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn Convention Center
Stevens Point, WI

Agenda (draft)

8:15-8:30  Check in
8:30-8:35  Welcome and Orientation
8:35-9:15  Celebrating School Successes
9:15 -10:15  Assessment, Accountability and EL Policy Handbook
10:15-10:30 Break
10:30-11:45 Orientation to the WIDA 2020 ELD Standards
11:45-12:45  Networking Lunch
12:45-1:45  Tools to align the Danielson Framework for Teaching ELs
1:45-2:00  Break
2:00 – 4:00  Concurrent Sessions
  Session 1: Deep Dive Frameworks, Handbooks, and Program Models
  Session 2: Working Session for the WIABE Action Coalition

Register here